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On behalf of Lexis Conferences, it is my pleasure to invite
all the great scientists, academic people, industrialists as well
as researchers from all over the world to attend the 2nd World
Wide Congregation on Physics which is going to take place in
Rome, Italy during May 25-26, 2020 widely known as Physics
2020.
This conference first started in 2019 and was held in
Zurich, Switzerland witnessed 30 attendees with almost 35
talks; continuing the Physics conference is back to back
tremendous successes we received a huge response for
Physics 2019. Physics conference shared an insight into the
recent research and cutting edge technologies in Physics
which gained immense interest with the colossal and
exuberant presence of adept, young and brilliant researchers,
business delegates and talented student communities
representing more than 22 countries.
Based upon the strong success of this series of physics
conference, a new conference will be held in Rome, Italy. The
Physics 2020 meeting’s goal is to bring together, once-more, a
multi-disciplinary group of scientists and engineers from all
over the world to present and exchange break-through ideas
relating to the Physics. It seeks to promote top-level research
and to globalize quality research in general, thus making
discussions, presentations more internationally competitive
and focusing attention on the recent outstanding
achievements in the field of Physics, and future trends and
needs.
We’re looking forward to another excellent meeting with
great scientists from different countries around the world and
sharing new and exciting results in Physics, which will be held
in Rome, Italy from May 25-26, 2020. Do not miss out on
taking part in this exciting event.
About Venue
The Venue of the conference Rome, Italy makes this event
more exciting. The Italy capital is renowned for its excellent
varieties of attractions, its flourishing cultural scene and a way
of life that's both fast-paced and relaxed. It is one of the most
popular touristic destinations in Europe. With its everchanging life it's hard to keep up with even a fraction of what
is going on in the city. Currently, people look to Rome for the
latest trends in lifestyle, music and art. Inspired by this
outpouring of creativity, growing statistics of artists are
arriving in the city from around the world, making it one of
Europe's most exciting destinations.
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